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RESEARCH
Taking the Guesswork out of Data Research
The most powerful cohort discovery platform specifically developed to 
handle the nuances of healthcare data and research

Expand your organization’s capacity for research, 
quality improvement, population health, value-based 
care, and operational efficiency initiatives with 
code-free, state-of-the-art data analysis.

Purpose-built by clinicians and data science experts 
to meet the needs of every evolving healthcare 
organization, Clearsense’s Research Tools enable you 
to easily explore, track, share, collaborate, visualize 
and export your data with ease.

Easily Scalable

Collaboration

Data Validation & Harmonization

Cohort Discovery

Cohort Tracking & Insights

Visualizations & Reporting

Enable seamless exploration, preparation, and 
visualization of your healthcare data with these 
key features:

Want a success story of your own? Let’s connect. 
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Ready to see your data more clearly?
Accelerate your research, collaboration,
and innovation.

Democratizing Access To Data:
Put healthcare data, business 
intelligence, and visualization into the 
hands of all stakeholders who can make a 
difference – no matter their technical or 
IT skill level.

Enabling Clinical Trials: 
A seamless and efficient data-driven 
approach to finding and tracking 
patients for clinical trials and research.

Accelerating Research:
Rapidly create, explore, and discover 
cohorts of any level of complexity in 
real-time. Leverage custom dashboards, 
visualizations, and reporting for limitless 
drill-down and data discovery.

Enhancing Operational Efficiency
Leverage purpose-designed reporting 
apps to assess and improve performance, 
utilization of services and costs.

Improving Care Quality
Prevent and lower patients’ risk by using 
clinical data and analytics to transform 
observed care trends and evidence-based 
practices into population care standards.



Are You Ready to See Your 
Data More Clearly?

Your Data. Protected. 

Clearsense.com 904.364.5629

One Platform, One Partner 
One partner with an advanced 
end-to-end platform that empowers 
executives, business owners, clinicians, IT, 
and data scientists.

Data First Approach
Eliminates assumptions and replaces 
them with a single source of trusted 
data. Put trusted data into action 
without barriers or fear.

Healthcare Focused 
We are 100% focused on the healthcare 
industry, which means we understand 
your data challenges and opportunities.

Security 
Multi-cloud, HITRUST certified, HIPAA and 
SOC 2 compliant with SSO Integration. 
Role-based security controls at the 
application and data levels. We treat 
security with the highest level of 
importance.

Data Quality & Trustworthiness 
Data governance advisory services 
wrapped around AI technologies and 
processes ensure the highest level of 
data trustworthiness.
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OUR MISSION

WHY CHOOSE CLEARSENSE?

Our mission is to unlock the full potential of 
healthcare data by delivering flexible solutions that 
empower data confidence and enable data-driven 
decision-making to achieve better outcomes.

OUR VISION

GET TO KNOW US

We have created a holistic data environment with 
processes to cleanse, normalize, harmonize, and 
integrate better data with tools to make it more 
manageable, accessible, and valuable. We are unlocking 
the potential of data from patient care decisions, 
business operations, financial routines, and research.

Committed to leading transformation in healthcare, 
Clearsense® creates a data journey, all the way from 
number to key insight. Cloud-based, AI-enabled, and 
HITRUST-certified, the platform of data solutions ensure 
data governance, implementation, and analytics are rapidly 
mainstreamed while remaining scalable and secure. Driving 
faster outcomes in clinical, financial, and operational 
environments, Clearsense is powering the innovation of 
tomorrow—right now. Learn more at Clearsense.com. 


